WHAT IS LITHIUM DE FRANCE

› Team of sub-surface and operational experts from Oil & Gas and Geothermal industries
› Make geothermal heat a pillar of the energy transition: district, industrial and agricultural heating
› Create a French production and distribution industry for low-carbon lithium in support of e-mobility transition
› Integrated in the local economic tissue, Lithium de France will contribute to the industrial territorial development
Making geothermal brine a pillar of the energy transition
Lithium de France was born in 2020
A member of the Arverne Group
Headquartered in Bischwiller (Alsace)
Initially focused in Alsace, with an ambition to exploit brine potential anywhere in France
Arverne Drilling

**Activity**: Drilling and well works

**Goal**: To contribute to the large projects of energy transition

**Priority**: To be recognized for its operational excellence

Arverne Resources

**Activity**: The transformation of oil fields

**Goal**: To place ecological considerations at the center of energy production

**Priority**: Facilitate and accelerate the transition to the «post oil» era

Lithium de France

**Activity**: Geothermal energy and Lithium

**Goal**: Create value from geothermal brines for the territories and the energy transition

**Priority**: Develop industrial geothermal heat and low carbon lithium extraction